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Three phase Transformer Accessories 

For providing long service life to the transformer, diferent transformer accessories get fted 

with it. These transformer accessories should also be included in our study for beter 

understanding transformer operaton and maintenance.

 Breather of Transformer  

When the temperature changes occur in transformer insulatng oil, the oil expands or contracts 

and there an exchange of air also occurs when transformer is fully loaded. When transformer 

gets cooled, the oil level goes down and air gets absorbed within. This process is called 

breathing and the apparatus that pass through the air is called breather. Actually, silica gel 

breathers controls the level of moisture, entering electrical equipment during the change in 

volume of the cooling medium and/or airspace caused by temperature increasing.

 Conservator Tank of a Transformer  

This is a cylindrical tank mounted on supportng structure on the roof of the transformer’s main

tank. When transformer is loaded, the temperature of oil increases and consequently the 

volume of oil in the transformer gets increased. Again; when ambient temperature is increased,

the volume of oil is also increased. The conservator tank of a transformer provides adequate 

space for expansion of oil. Conservator tank of transformer also acts as a reservoir of oil.

 Buchholz Relay  

Buchholz relay in a transformer is an oil container housing the connectng pipe from the main 

tank to the conservator tank. It has mainly two elements. The upper element consists of a foat.

The foat is atached to a hinge in such a way that it can move up and down depending upon 

the oil level in the Buchholz relay Container. One mercury switch is fxed on the foat. The 

alignment of the mercury switch hence depends upon the positon of the foat. The lower 

element consists of a bafe plate and a mercury switch. This plate is fted on a hinge just in 

front of the inlet (main tank side) of Buchholz relay in a transformer in such a way that when oil 



enters in the relay from that inlet in high pressure the alignment of the bafe plate along with 

the mercury switch atached to it, will change.

                                        

 Tap changer  

A tap changer is a mechanism in transformers which allows for variable turn ratos to be 

selected in distnct steps. This is done by connectng to a number of access points known as 

taps along either the primary or secondary winding.

1. Off load (No load or off circuit) tap changing

As the name indicates, in this method tap changing is done afer disconnectng the load from 

the transformer. Of load tap changing is normally provided in low power, low voltage 

transformers. It is the cheapest method of tap changing. The tap changing is done manually 

though hand wheel provided in the cover. In some transformers arrangements to change the 

taps by simply operatng the mechanical switches are also provided.

The winding is tapped at various points. Since the taps are provided at various points in the 

winding single tap must be connected at a tme otherwise it will lead to short circuit. Hence the 

selector switch is operated afer disconnectng the load.To prevent unauthorized operaton of 

an of load tap changer, mechanical lock is provided. To prevent inadvertent operaton, 

electromechanical latching devices are provided to operate the circuit breakers and de-energize



the transformer as soon as the tap changer handle is moved.

2. On load tap changing

On load tap changers are used to change the turns rato without disconnectng the load from it. 

Tap changing can be done even when the transformer is delivering load. On load tap changers 

considerable increases the efciency of the system. Nowadays almost all the large power 

transformers are provided with on load tap changers.The reason for providing On load tap 

changer in power transformers are1. During the operaton of on load tap changers the main 

circuit remains unafected.2. Dangerous sparking is prevented.The taps on the windings are 

brought to a separate oil flled compartment in which the on load tap changer switch is housed.

The tap changer is a form of mechanical selector switch which is operated by a motor by local 

or remote control.

A handle fted for manual operaton in case of emergency.The selector switch is a form of 

make before break switch and during the transiton of the tap changers from one tap to 

another, momentary connecton must be made between the adjacent taps. This results in short 



circuit between the adjacent taps. The short circuit current must be limited by including resistor

or reactor. Hence all forms of on load tap changer are provided with an impedance to limit 

short circuit current during tap changing operaton. The impedance may be resistance or a 

center tapped reactance. In modern designs it is invariably carried out by a pair of resistors.


